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C E L E B R A T I N G  2 0 0  Y E A R S  P R E S T I G E  C O L L E C T I O N

This Prestige Collection has been especially designed for the Royal Doulton 200 Years and is based on historical 
British icons from 1815. These exclusive figures are made even more special in that they are being recreated by 

an iconic British brand and will feature a special Royal Doulton 200 Years back stamp. Being produced in a limited 
edition, these special figures will serve as a reminder of the history of when Royal Doulton began.
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2 0 0  Y E A R S  P R E S T I G E  C O L L E C T I O N

The Duke of Wellington HN 5745

Height 43cm  2914 004  AU$9,999.00  NZ$12,499.00 

Limited Edition of 50, Available June

The Duke of Wellington figurine depicts Arthur Wellesley, 
Duke of Wellington (1769- 1852) at the Battle of Waterloo in 
1815, the year Royal Doulton was founded. The Duke was the 
leading military and political figure of the 19th century and is 
shown riding Copenhagen, his favourite mount, on which he 
rode into, the battle of Waterloo.

Modelled in the UK by Neil Welch, this masterful sculpture 
of the Duke of Wellington depicts this event and drew 
inspiration from a painting of Waterloo, by Robert Alexander 
Hillingford. The Duke is depicted in his dark blue uniform, 
with cape lined in a mustard colour. In his outstretched hand 
the Duke holds a telescope and the reins are firmly gripped in 
his other, whilst his sword swings from his waist. Every detail 
of the sculpture has been painted by hand in the UK by Royal 
Doulton’s master painters – Chris Jackson and Tom Mason. 
Each sculpture in the edition of 50 is being individually 
painted to order and each certificate will also be personally 
signed by Michael Doulton.
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2 0 0  Y E A R S  P R E S T I G E  C O L L E C T I O N

King George III HN 5746

Height 30cm  2914 005  AU$799.00  NZ$979.00

Limited Edition of 250, Available June

King George III was the reigning British monarch in 1815. The 
inspiration behind the majestic sculpture of King George III 
stems from portraits by Allan Ramsay, who was the monarch’s 
Principal Painter in Ordinary. Modelled in the UK by Andrew 
Edwards, this figure captures the King in his 1760 coronation 
costume. 

Modelled in the UK by Andrew Edwards, his insights have 
resulted in an exceptional figurine that expresses the spirit of 
the monarch, who reigned during a dynamic period of British 
history. Full of exquisitely modelled details from the indented 
seal skin and black spots on the ermine adorned robes to the 
button-holes on the figured silk jacket, this figurine really 
accentuates the man that was King George III.
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2 0 0  Y E A R S  P R E S T I G E  C O L L E C T I O N

Lion’s Mound HN 5747

Height 17.5cm  2914 006  AU$499.00  NZ$599.00

Limited Edition of 1,000, Available June

Modelled in the UK by Andrew Edwards, the masterful 
sculpture of the Lion’s Mound was inspired by the monument 
built by King Willem I of The Netherlands to mark the spot 
where his son, who became King in 1840, was injured during 
the Battle of Waterloo. With its construction taking two years 
to complete in 1826, the monument was created using a 
total of 300,000m³ of earth to commemorate the bravery of 
Willem, the Prince of Orange (and later King Willem II of The 
Netherlands) who was injured here when a musket bullet to 
his shoulder knocked him off his horse during the Battle of 
Waterloo.

A symbol of strength and pride, a 4.5 metre tall statue of a lion 
standing on a pedestal stands atop the mound. The mound is 
a symbol of the monarchs’ victories, with the lion perched on 
the summit. The lion is the heraldic animal of the Dutch royal 
family and stands here with one paw on a globe, symbolising 
the peace brought to the world through this battle. With an 
ideal view of the entire battlefield from the top of the hillock 
where the Lion’s Mound stands, a good idea is given of the 
square formations of the infantry and where the cavalry was 
deployed in the Battle of Waterloo.



2 0 0  Y E A R S  C O L L E C T I O N

Royal Doulton was founded in 1815 by John Doulton. Thus began a ceramic business that is renowned  
worldwide for enduring and excellent design, pioneering techniques and artistry.

Figurines, including pretty ladies and character studies with their feminine and witty designs, have been at  
the heart of Royal Doulton ever since the launch of the famous HN collection over 100 years ago.
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Mr Doulton HN 5742

Height 24cm  2914 001  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Limited Edition of 2,015, Available June

One vital element of Royal Doulton’s distinctive tradition is 
the invaluable contributions of Doulton family members 
who have been connected with the company during its  
200-year history. In celebration of these many individuals, 
who span seven generations, Neil Faulkner has designed 
a trio of limited edition figurines – Mr Doulton, Lady/Mrs 
Doulton and a Garden Tableau of three young women.

Representing the dynamic entrepreneurs of the 19th century, 
Mr Doulton is dressed in period style in a long green high 
collared coat, wearing a fashionable figured waistcoat, white 
cravat and long sleeved frilled cuffed shirt, and black and tan 
leather boots. Mr Doulton is shown with trunk and valise, 
which no doubt hold samples of the latest wares! 

Holding his top hat and gloves, Mr Doulton is posed as if to 
greet a fellow business-man to discuss the samples in his 
leather cases. Decorated by hand, the striking figurine is 
brought to life by its attention to detail - such as the fastening 
straps and handles to the bags, the buttons and deep pockets 
to Mr Doulton’s coat and the delicate pattern on his waistcoat.

2 0 0  Y E A R S  C O L L E C T I O N
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2 0 0  Y E A R S  C O L L E C T I O N

Lady Doulton HN 5743 

Height 24cm  2914 002  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Limited Edition of 2,015, Available June

Representing the very essence of early 19th century style, 
Lady Doulton is stunning in pink. Her magenta pelisse, tied 
with a graceful sash belt featuring a bow to the back and a 
floral braid clasp, swings open over a soft pink dress with an 
intricate pleated ruff to the neckline and matching frill to the 
sleeve cuff. A pretty bonnet, matching her pelisse, is tied with 
a ribbon under her chin.

Decorated by hand many exquisite details enhance this 
feminine and graceful figurine including a cane-handled pale 
pink silk parasol and a floral brocade reticule, while a ribbon 
wrapped gift is clasped in Lady/ Mrs Doulton’s gloved hand.

Poised as an elegant gentle woman perhaps on her way to 
visit a friend for an ‘At Home’ invitation for afternoon tea, the 
figurine of Mrs Doulton tells a delightful story.
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Midsummer Celebration HN 5744

Height 24cm  2914 003  AU$399.00  NZ$499.00

Limited Edition of 2,015, Available June

A beautiful tableau of a mother and her daughters bedecked 
with bouquets of flowers, tells a wonderful story of 
preparation and anticipation for a joyous day ahead. It is full of 
the delicate detail for which Royal Doulton has been admired 
for so long. The trio of women portrayed depicts the wife of 
Henry Doulton (John Doulton’s second son), Sarah Kennaby 
and their two daughters, Sarah Lily and Katharine Duneau. 
These three are shown preparing for a party and the close 
family ties and emotions of love and joy that existed between 
these two generations is evident. Each of the figurines wears 
an elegant summer gown and are gracefully posed as the 
youngest places a final flower in the floral headband of her 
sister. Luxurious 24 carat gold accents and platinum jewellery 
complete this most feminine of studies.

2 0 0  Y E A R S  C O L L E C T I O N



A N N U A L  F I G U R E S

Royal Doulton Annual figures are the hallmark of the Pretty Ladies range. Time  
limited to the year they represent, each figure shows the exquisite craftsmanship  

and detail that Royal Doulton Figures are renowned for.
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A N N U A L  F I G U R E S

Eleanor HN 5725
Figure of the Year 2015

Height 22cm  2903 079  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available Now

Eleanor, Figure of the Year 2015, is dressed for a magnificent 
occasion in a rich red gown set off by stunning ruby 
coloured and 24 carat gilded jewellery. As was fashionable 
two centuries ago, the costume is adorned with glamorous 
details such as a ruffle to the neckline and with embroidered 
trims to the front of the dress. Meanwhile, Eleanor’s brunette 
hair is swept up into a classically styled bun and her face is 
framed with a ring of curls. 

Carrying a cream shawl decorated with an intricate floral design 
that complements the vivid red of her dress, and holding a 
subtly decorated fan, Eleanor also wears long white kid gloves 
as befits a formal occasion. Final touches adding glamour to 
this regal figurine include 24 carat gilding to Eleanor’s pretty 
neckline, to a fine braid accentuating her waist and to the 
raised pattern of roses cascading down her gown.

Ellie HN 5730
Gift with Purchase boxed with Eleanor

Height 14cm

Accompanying and complementing the Figure of the Year 
each season, is a delightful small size figurine. Ellie could be 
Eleanor Figure of the Year 2015’s younger sister; she has the 
same abundant and deeply coloured brunette hair and looks 
stunning in red. 

Ellie’s dress is inspired by Eleanor’s stately period gown, with 
Regency details including short puffed sleeves and a high 
waist line trimmed with a golden floral embossed belt. A 
ruby red and gold coloured necklace adorning Ellie’s neck is 
complemented by earrings.

With her hands clasping a flower behind her back, perhaps 
the gift of a secret admirer, the charming Ellie is full of poise 
and is all set to accept an invitation to dance.
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A N N U A L  F I G U R E S

Lydia HN 5727
Petite Figure of the Year 2015

Height 17cm  2913 128  AU$129.00  NZ$159.00

Available Now

Lydia, Petite Figure of the Year 2015, is all set for a grand 
summer gala. Dressed in a regal purple coloured three-tiered 
gown Lydia is full of poise. Her dress is embellished with a 
flower motif on the unusually pleated bodice, and a cream, 
subtly patterned pashmina is draped around her shoulders. 

A striking platinum and amethyst necklace adorns Lydia’s 
neck and this is complemented by platinum earrings. Her long 
brunette hair has been plaited and curled into an elaborate 
hairstyle, fit for the most majestic of occasions.
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A N N U A L  F I G U R E S

Happy Birthday HN 5729
2015 Happy Birthday Annual

Height 22cm  2903 081  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available Now

Happy Birthday 2015 portrays an elegant young woman 
reading a gift card, and its fond message of ‘With all my 
heart’, that accompanies a gift of a beautiful bouquet of pink 
roses. Her soft sage green dress has a cross over bodice with a 
heart shaped, strapless neckline and is tied with a flamboyant 
bow at the waist. The dress flares out over a full underskirt 
delicately decorated with a white floral motif. 

Platinum jewellery including necklace and earrings 
complements the silvery tones of her dress and her 
strawberry blonde hair is swept into an intricately plaited 
bun held in position with a lustre decorated hairband.
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A N N U A L  F I G U R E S

Mother’s Day Time Together HN 5728
2015 Mother’s Day Annual

Height 22cm  2903 080  AU$249.00  NZ$299.00

Available Now

Neil Faulkner’s design for the 2015 Mother’s Day Figure of the 
Year, Time Together, recreates a precious shared moment as 
a daughter spends time with her mother as she dresses for 
an evening celebration. Perhaps the daughter has had dab of 
foundation on her nose and a little spray of perfume! Now, 
as her mother is ready to leave, the young girl hands her the 
pretty purse that matches her dress.

The mother wears a rich pink dress which drapes from her 
bust and gently swathes her slender form. The gown’s cross 
over bodice is adorned with a hand-made rose and her gold 
earrings complement the clasp on her clutch purse. The little 
girl is wearing a pretty nightdress decorated with pale blue 
flowers and a white frill to the hem and sleeve cuffs. 



P R E T T Y  L A D I E S

Since HN figures were first launched in 1913, Royal Doulton Pretty Ladies have been some of Royal Doulton’s  
most sought-after collectables figurines. They are the archetype of Royal Doulton and although they are  

traditional in concept, contemporary fashion trends are often revealed by the choice of hairstyle, the sweep of  
the skirt and the cut of the neckline. Each Pretty Lady is hand-decorated and hand-detailed; truly a sight to  

behold and a collectable to be cherished for years to come.
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P R E T T Y  L A D I E S  T R A D I T I O N A L

Isabella HN 5751
Height 22cm  2901 334  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Available Now

In her sky blue extravagantly layered gown, Isabella is the belle of the ball. A 
midnight blue satin ribbon trims each layer of her swirling flamenco inspired 
dress and forms a sash around her waist. The wrap-over bodice styled with 
a low neckline is accentuated by Isabella’s multi-stranded platinum necklace 
– which complements her white enamel and platinum cuff bracelet and stud 
earrings.

Isabella’s strawberry blond hair, swept into an elegant chignon, contrasts with 
the soft blue of her dress, and a cream silk stole drapes gracefully across her 
and around her back.

In tribute to the Spanish inspiration behind the dress design, the figurine 
has been christened Isabella. Isabella of Castile, who reigned in the late 15th 
century, was one of Spain’s most important Queens.

Jodie HN 5752
Height 22cm  2901 336  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Available Now

Designed by Neil Faulkner, Jodie is dressed in a graceful soft red gown 
with intricate embroidery to the asymmetrical bodice and a finely pleated, 
swirling full skirt. Holding a champagne flute delicately decorated in lustre, 
Jodie raises a glass to the future as she celebrates with her friends and family. 

The pleated details of the silky skirt are balanced by the bandeau style 
neckline to the bodice and shoulder strap. Neil has chosen an informal, 
flowing hairstyle for Jodie’s brunette shoulder length locks, a look that 
complements her youthful silhouette and the swirling movement of the 
skirt. Gold stud earrings add sparkle.

Olivia HN 5753
Height 23cm  2901 335  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Available Now

Poised gracefully accepting an invitation to dance, Olivia reveals a delicate 
beauty. She wears an enchanting emerald-green gown featuring intricate 
floral detail to the bodice, which drapes elegantly over her finely pleated full 
skirt. A triple stranded pearl lustre necklace and earrings accentuates Olivia’s 
neckline and complements her auburn hair and pale complexion.

The modelled detail to the bodice is accentuated by a painting technique 
developed by the Royal Doulton design team, once the green shade has been 
carefully painted by hand on to the figurine, the colour is gently dabbed away 
to add subtle variation in depth and tone. 

Olivia has long been a popular girl’s name, and was famously the name of the 
heroine in William Shakespeare’s play Twelfth Night, which dates from 1602.



M I C H A E L  D O U L T O N  F A V O U R I T E S

The Michael Doulton Favourites collection brings together an exclusive selection of figurines personally  
selected by Michael, a direct descendent of Royal Doulton’s founder.

Representing some of the most admired studies of recent years, each figurine has received a fresh and stylish decoration 
with additional 24 carat gold details and accessories in celebration of Royal Doulton’s 200th anniversary year. 
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M I C H A E L  D O U L T O N  F A V O U R I T E S

Evening Elegance HN 5761
Height 22cm  2915 002  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Available July

Dressed in a vibrant midnight blue swirling gown with 
matching sapphire jewellery, and holding a pretty fan, 
Evening Elegance is posed making a confident entrance at a 
gala night. Evening Elegance’s auburn hair is swept up into 
an intricate bun secured with a gold and blue tiara, whilst 
gleaming gold traces her alluring neckline and the intricate 
shape of the hand made flowers.

Evening Elegance’s gown is traditionally styled with cut away 
skirts over layers of petticoats, but the elegant wrap around 
style finely gathered bodice and the off the shoulder style 
neckline adds a contemporary feel. Additional details include 
delicate gold tracing to the back of the dress and along the 
edge of the delicate fan.

Romantic Stroll HN 5764
Height 22cm  2915 004  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Available July

With many enchanting details, from the gold handle on 
her parasol to the raised gold buttons and gold trims on her 
gorgeous warm pink and rich red ensemble, Romantic Stroll is an 
eye catching figurine. The traditionally styled costume with close 
fitting bodice, triple tiered underskirt and cut away overskirt is 
decorated with a contemporary twist using stripes and boldly 
contrasting colours. 

A gold and ruby necklace hangs decorously around Romantic 
Stroll’s neck emphasising the sweetheart neckline of the bodice 
and is complemented by ruby earrings. The red ribbon hairband 
holding her swept up hair co-ordinates with her three-quarter 
length gloves and her satin shoe peeping out from below her 
petticoat. As she turns slightly to one side, her hand stretches 
out to find her beloved’s arm, as they set off for an affectionate 
tête à tête.
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M I C H A E L  D O U L T O N  F A V O U R I T E S

Summer Dance HN 5762
Height 23cm  2915 001  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Available July

Summer Dance’s skirts twirl, her silk floral scarf catches the air 
and her strawberry blonde hair flows in the golden sunshine 
as she moves in time to the music. Enchanting gilded details 
include the neckline of the bodice and gleaming pendant 
earrings. The pale lilac lacing to the back of Summer Dance’s 
dress is complemented by the bow in her hair.

Summer Dance is a captivating study of a young maiden in a 
contemporary styled dress in shades of purple and soft pink. 
Movement is the theme of the figurine – expressed by the 
scarf delicately trailing from Summer Dance’s straw hat and 
outstretched hand, and by head that’s turned to one side.

Rose Ball HN 5763
Height 23cm  2915 003  AU$199.00  NZ$249.00

Available July

The very picture of glamour, Rose Ball is portrayed enjoying a 
summer ball. Accents to Rose Ball’s soft green swirling gown 
include a dainty gold chain belt encircling the waist, a gleaming 
gold ribbon trim to the sweetheart neckline of her bodice and 
a gold necklace with emerald pendant and matching earrings.

Draped around Rose Ball’s back is a cream silk stole with a 
subtle floral design, which complements the hand made 
flowers in her corsage. Full-length pale green evening gloves 
add a finishing and formal touch to the outfit.

A corsage is the name given to a small bouquet traditionally 
worn on a lady’s bodice or at her waist. A modern convention 
is for the corsage to be worn on a wrist.
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L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N  T A B L E A U

Family Outing HN 5789
Height 21cm  2901 338  AU$299.00  NZ$365.00

Limited Edition 1,000, Available June

The tableau, Family Outing, designed by Neil Faulkner is a heart-warming 
study of a mother with her young son and daughter enjoying a stroll in the 
countryside with their pet dog. Full of detail including a blue ball in the little 
boy’s hand and a bunch of wild flowers in the girl’s hand, Neil has created a 
study that recreates memories of leisurely, sun-filled days filled with laughter 
and joy, and is a special memento of the love that unites family.
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B U N N Y K I N S  A U S T R A L I A N  C O M M I S S I O N S 

Prince George Meets a Bilby 
Bunnykins DB 515
Height 12cm  2931 084  AU$149.00  NZ$185.00

Limited Edition of 500, Available June

This Bunnykins figure depicts the Royal family’s visit to Taronga Zoo in 
Sydney in April 2014 when the youngest royal, eight-month-old Prince 
George, came face to face with the rare Australian bilby which was 
named after him. Prince George is being held by mum Kate, whilst dad 
Prince William is feeding the bilby.

For every ‘Prince George meets a Bilby’ Bunnykins figure that is sold 
Royal Doulton Australia will donate $5 to the Save the Bilby Fund.

The Save the Bilby Fund was launched to raise money and awareness 
to help stop the steady decline of the rare Australian bilby. The fund 
supports research into the biology and ecology of the species and 
aims to re-establish populations through the use of protective fences 
which help protect bilbies from feral animals and dangerous predators, 
enabling them to live and breed in safety.

Coo-ee Bunnykins DB 516
Height 12cm  2931 085  AU$99.95  NZ$119.00

Limited Edition of 750, Available June

This Bunnykins depicts a time in 1915 when recruiting committees were 
formed in nearly every town throughout Australia to encourage men to 
enlist into the army. In the central west of New South Wales a movement 
began which became known as the ‘Gilgandra snowball’. Twenty or so men 
who were determined to enlist started a march to Sydney, gathering other 
recruits along the way. They numbered about 300 by the time they reached 
Sydney. This became known as the Coo-ee March.

For every Coo-ee Bunnykins that is sold Royal Doulton Australia will donate 
$5 to The Returned and Services League(RSL) Foundation of Australia.

The RSL Foundation provides for the well-being, care, compensation and 
commemoration of serving and ex-serving Defence Force personnel and 
their families. It also promotes understanding, peace and goodwill amongst 
mankind within Australia and internationally, through exchange programs, 
awards, remembrance activities and community awareness.
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S U M M A R Y

AUST ITEM 
CODE

PATTERN ITEM DESCRIPTION
LIMITED  
EDITION

AVAIL DATE 
(APPROX)

AU NZ

 200 YEARS PRESTIGE COLLECTION

2914 004 PRESTIGE COLLECTION THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON 50 JUNE $9,999.00 $12,499.00

2914 005 PRESTIGE COLLECTION KING GEORGE III 250 JUNE $799.00 $979.00

2914 006 PRESTIGE COLLECTION LION’S MOUND 1,000 JUNE $499.00 $599.00

 200 YEARS COLLECTION

2914 001 200 YEARS COLLECTION MR DOULTON 2,015 JUNE $249.00 $299.00

2914 002 200 YEARS COLLECTION LADY DOULTON 2,015 JUNE $249.00 $299.00

2914 003 200 YEARS COLLECTION MIDSUMMER CELEBRATION 2,015 JUNE $399.00 $499.00

 2015 ANNUALS

2903 079 ANNUAL FIGURES
2015 FIGURE OF THE YEAR ELEANOR  
PLUS GIFT WITH PURCHASE ELLIE

– NOW $249.00 $299.00

2913 128 ANNUAL FIGURES 2015 PETITE FIGURE OF THE YEAR LYDIA – NOW $129.00 $159.00

2903 081 ANNUAL FIGURES 2015 HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANNUAL – NOW $249.00 $299.00

2903 080 ANNUAL FIGURES 2015 MOTHER’S DAY ANNUAL TIME TOGETHER – NOW $249.00 $299.00

 PRETTY LADIES 

2901 334 PRETTY LADIES ISABELLA – NOW $199.00 $249.00

2901 335 PRETTY LADIES OLIVIA – NOW $199.00 $249.00

2901 336 PRETTY LADIES JODIE – NOW $199.00 $249.00

 MICHAEL DOULTON FAVOURITES

2915 002 MD FAVOURITES EVENING ELEGANCE – JULY $199.00 $249.00

2915 004 MD FAVOURITES ROMANTIC STROLL – JULY $199.00 $249.00

2915 003 MD FAVOURITES ROSE BALL – JULY $199.00 $249.00

2915 001 MD FAVOURITES SUMMER DANCE – JULY $199.00 $249.00

LIMITED EDITION TABLEAU

2901 338 TABLEAU FAMILY OUTING 1,000 JUNE $299.00 $365.00

 BUNNYKINS AUSTRALIAN COMMISSION

2931 084 AUSTRALIAN COMMISSION PRINCE GEORGE MEETS A BILBY 500 JUNE $149.00 $185.00

2931 085 AUSTRALIAN COMMISSION COO-EE BUNNYKINS 750 JUNE $99.95 $199.00



For the latest product news, offers and events join us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/RoyalDoultonCollectablesAustraliapage

WWRD Australia Pty Ltd
ABN 59 000 078 562

100 Holbeche Road, Arndell Park NSW 2148

Tel: (02) 8665 8200  |  Toll Free: 1300 852 022  |  Fax: (02) 9831 1631 

Email: info.aust@wwrd.com  |  www.royaldoulton.com.au


